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Conference talks:


• Schmidt, T., & Heumüller, V. C. (2011). *Probability judgments of agency: Rational or irrational?*. Herbsttreffen Experimentelle Kognitionspychologie, Bielefeld, Germany.


• Schmidt, T., & Hauch, V. (2010). *Response inhibition by primes and masks in the negative compatibility effect: It’s not the prime, it’s not the mask, and is it even inhibition?* 43. Herbsttreffen experimentelle Kognitionspychologie, Halle, Germany.
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von Dissoziationen. 43th Meeting of Experimentally Working Psychologists, Kiel, Germany.


- Schmidt, T. (2001). Priming the kinetics of pointing movements: Online control by barely visible isoluminant color stimuli. 6th Meeting of the Cognitive Science Association for Interdisciplinary Learning, Hood River, Oregon, USA.


**Conference posters:**


- Schmidt, T., & Hauch, V. (2010). Qualitative differences between fast response priming and the negative compatibility effect. 33rd European Conference on Visual Perception, Lausanne, Switzerland.


Schmidt, T., & Fehr, J. (2002). The finger in flight: Real-time motor control by visually masked color stimuli. 43rd Congress of the German Psychological Society, Berlin, Germany.


Regional Colloquium in Cognitive Psychology, Göttingen, Germany.
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- Panis, S., & Schmidt, T. (2015). The time course of positive and negative congruency effects in masked priming. 9th Rovereto Workshop on Concepts, Actions, and Objects, Rovereto, Italy.
- Haberkamp, A., & Schmidt, T. (2010). Arac attac! Natural images of spiders and snakes in a response...
priming paradigm. 33rd European Conference on Visual Perception, Lausanne, Switzerland.


